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Abstract 
The iris flower is the type of show flower, which is normally named 

after the scientific name.  It is used in horticulture. Iris is widely 

grown as decorative plant in house and gardens. Iris grow well in 

most any garden soil types providing they are well-drained. First the 

British statistician and Biologist Ronald Fisher introduced the Iris 

flower dataset and defined it has multivariate feature in the year 1936 

in his research article. At the same time the great scientist Edger 

Anderson composed the data to quantify the morphologic variation of 

Iris flowers from three different species, so it is called as Anderson’s 

Iris dataset. The iris flower has the multiple metrics with taxonomic 

problems. The Iris dataset collected from three species such as Iris 

setosa, Iris virginica and Iris versicolor by each having fifty samples. 

The Iris flower measured by four parameters, they are length and 

width of the sepals and petals in centimeters. The Iris dataset used in 

this research proposal as a test case for many machine learning 

classification techniques such as k-nearest neighbor, logistic 

regression and support vector machine, etc.  But this paper identifies 

the various species among 150 samples of the dataset to find the 

accuracy of classification using k-nearest neighbor and logistic 

regression machine learning techniques with different methods of 

parameter substitution. 
 

Keywords: Iris flower, multivariate, species, classification, k-nearest 

neighbor, logistic regression. 

 

 

1. Introduction 
 

The iris flower classification is one of the major research 

in the recent studies, according to the biological research 

study it has major focus among various plant species [1].  

The first scientific research on Iris flower started during 

the year 1936 by the biologist Ronald Fisher, also his 

research introduced the feature multivariate analysis on 

Iris dataset. The analysis of linear discriminant is an 
example for multivariate feature. While preparing the Iris 

dataset, it was prepared from two pasture called Gaspe 

Penisula for collecting three species on the same day at 

the same time by the same person with same apparatuss 

[2]. 

The collected dataset consists of 50 samples from the 

three species, first one called Iris setosa, second one Iris 
virginica and the last one Iris versicolor.  From the each 

species four features were extracted, they are sepel 

length, sepal width, petal length and petal width. All these 
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four parameters are measured in centimeters [3]. This 

research proposal find the type of the species by having 

these four features of sepal length, sepal width, petal 

length and petal width. To predict accurate result, the 

dataset applied on k-nearest neighbor and logistic 

regression techniques by changing the parameters of 

algorithms. 

 
2. Related Work 

In the year 1959, the Arthur Samuel said that the 
computers can learn itself without human intervention 

using machine learning techniques. The artificial 

intelligence is the seed for machine learning techniques. 

In the artificial intelligence study the pattern recognition 

and computational intelligence are the branch, which 

explores the nature of predictions and providing the 

model for building the data driven approaches with 

various dataset inputs. The machine learning has range of 

computing processes with multiple program and 

visualization methods, applications such as web 

application mining, email filtering, computer vision and 
image processing etc.  

Programs learn itself using machine learning 

algorithms will change the nature of the data and predict 

the result using various types of techniques. In most of 

the research case studies the predictive modelling and 

statistical modelling are used [4]. In machine learning 

methods, there are two types of processing is possible. 

First one called supervised learning, which always work 
with test set and training set to predict the target values. 

But on the other hand the second one unsupervised 

learning had only the test labels to predict the target 

values [5]. 

The supervised learning method useful to knowledge 

discovery to identify the better decision making and also 

mostly used in many areas of research.  The computer 

science based research studies are used to predict 
optimum decision making according to the learning 

model of the machine learning algorithms [6].  The recent 

technologies predict and analyze the new types of 

information such smart agriculture systems and spatial 

data analytics and so on.  

But in this research study, we are identifying and 

predicting the learning model and for the given iris flower 
dataset. The special types of algorithms find the better 

results with less error rate.  Supervised learning is mainly 

used to reduce the error rate. For predicting the better 

pattern recognitions the supervised learning helpful to 

find the frequent items to predict the efficient behavior 

[7].  Therefore the iris dataset have better classification 

using pattern mining algorithms. The iris dataset has 

many classifier recognitions for each set of samples. Each 

classifier having its own learning experiences, with neural 

network learning algorithm and a decision tree.   

Unsupervised learning algorithm has many 

disadvantages due to unstructured data classification. On 

the other hand, it will aim to classify the unlabeled iris 

datasets. The automated learning of computer will be 

achieved by supervised learning.  The computer will train 

itself, no need to train anyone. The analysis can be done 

through samples. The computer will not able to find the 

best results using unsupervised learning [8].  The samples 

used to apply the classification in advance.  The computer 
will learn itself using many classification algorithms 

using various algorithms [9] [10] 

The figure 1, shown the various machine learning 

methods and algorithms [11]. 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Block Diagram of Machine Learning Methods 

and Algorithms 

 
3. Iris Flower Data Sets 

The first Iris dataset was introduced in the research paper 

“The use of multiple measurement in taxonomic 
problems’ during the year 1936 by R.A. Fisher.   Then 

after the introduction of machine learning methods the 

Patrick S. Hoey analysed the Iris dataset via two distinct 

statistical methods [12]. First plotted using statistical 

method using scatter plot visualization technique to 

predict the accurate patterns to find the type of species on 

Iris dataset. He first tested using Java program, then later 

in recent days everyone using python with value added 

features. The concrete prediction gives the different 

statistical information from the Iris dataset. The Iris 

dataset scatter plot is done with 150 instances and yield 
the result as shown in figure 2. This figure has the various 

features in x-axis and target variable in y-axis. 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Iris Dataset scatter plot with various features 

and target variables. 
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4. Illustration of K-Nearest Neighbour Algorithm  

The machine learning algorithms are used to learn the 

dataset and predict the result for the given operations to 
attain the objective.  In this research paper, k-Nearest 

neighbor algorithm and Logistic regression taken to learn 

from the Iris dataset to predict the knowledge for 

obtaining the species of the Iris flower. 

4.1. K-Nearest Neighbors Algorithm   

This algorithms is in short, we called k-Nearest neighbor 

algorithm [13].  The classification will be done through 

this algorithms using Iris flower.  The dataset used for 

this training method having the k-most similar even logs. 

The similar logs or instances is predicted using training 

set.  The similarity between the data will be identified 

using various real values data. The Euclidean distance 

used in this kNN algorithm. The categorical labels or 

binary data using the hamming distance.  The regression 

algorithm used the average value of predicted attribute.  

4.1.2 How does k-Nearest Neighbors work 

The algorithm can be used for even log based approach 

and competitive learning and other algorithms for the 

kNN algorithm. The extreme cases of even log based 
methods will train the observations are the part of the 

kNN model [14]. 

The prediction algorithms such as lazy learning will 

be very much useful to the unseen data, called a localized 

model.  This model also used for the costly computational 

methods and similar searching algorithms using training 

datasets.  Therefore, we conclude that the kNN is the only 

best algorithm will give the best results for calculating the 
values between two event logs.  

4.1.3 How do we choose the factor “K” 

The “K” value will dominate this k-nearest algorithm, in 

the sample training set, we have six training samples are 
having constant values for the taken k value. So the 

boundaries or edges of each class with separate RC and 

GS.   

The another boundary value of the dataset will 

contain the two cases of values, which contain the smooth 

and correct edges, also it will create the final values and 

will depend on the most frequent items.  Also it will 
increase the “K” value. In this same method the “K” 

value will be increased for the given values and at the 

same time the boundary will decide the training errors.  

The error rate of the dataset depends on the validation 

parameters at the same time the “K” value may be used 

for the measuring idea of the two arguments.  At the same 

time if K=1, it always bring zero to the training set.  The 

curve value for this training set will help to find the 

validation error, if the value is similar to the choice of K 

with the value 1. If K-1, the optimum value of the 

training sample will give the better result and the 

predictions will yield the better curve plot.   

 

 

4.2. Modeling 

The python programming language has many packages to 

implement the learning algorithms, particularly the 
Scikit-learn package is useful for the four step Modeling 

Pattern.  

Stage 1: 

 First we have to import the required packages to 
implement the kNN algorithm. 

 The K Neighbors Classifier used to find the 

distance from the predefined number of closest in event 

logs of the predicted the label from these type of dataset.   

 The sklearn algorithm used to find the new 

point.  The logistic regression method is imported used 

the sklearn packages.   

 At the same time the lasso and Bayesian and 

coordinates used for the stochastic algorithms. 

Stage 2:  

 The estimator, is used to find the sklearn algorithm. 

 This algorithm is used to find the Estimator, to find 

the fit the model using sklearn algorithms.   

 At the same time the new data will be used to find 

the better predicted value from the dataset properties.  
 KNeighbors Classifer class is best to predict the 

object used for the instantaneous values at the same time 

with the use of classifier of the regressor.   

 The estimate will be calculated with the creation of 

many identified class attributes of the system predicted 

variables and this can be used for the future predicted 

values. At the same time the estimator will help the nest 

stage of the process. 

 The predicted values are used for the parameters 

used for the willing the object used for the parameters 

such as KNeighborClassifier with the feature of auto and 

size of the leaf is thirty, and the metric used for this 
algorithm is minkowski, also the metric_parameters will 

be set none.   

 Also fix the job equal to 1 and the neighbors value 

will be fixed as five and the weight of the algorithms is 

uniform.   

 The class value will be fixed as ‘ovr’ and job number 

is one. The state of the warm_start will be fixed as ‘false’.  

The k-Nearest algorithm can be taken to the next level 

with the verbose value is zero. 

Stage 3:  

 To find the fitness of the model, follow the rest of the 

process. 

 This KNeighborsClassifier algorithm is used to find 

the x and y values at the same time the the logistic 

regression of the method with fitness of the data can be 
training of the fitness.   

 The fitness of the value can be found with the 

training dataset, also the evaluation of the process can be 

fixed with evaluation data.   

 This data can be analyzed with the evaluation data 

and monitoring the general identified properties of 
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feasible data.  The training data will be very much 

analyzed with the unknown examples. 

Stage 4:  

 Finding the observation predictions. 

 This is the last step to find the response value.   

 The observation will help the algorithm and the k-

Nearest neighbor algorithm can be used for the analyzed 

values at the same time the data structure used for this 

model will help the final analysis for objects, which is 

used for the dataset preparation at the same time the 

unknown values also identified using this supervised 
learning algorithm.   

 This supervised algorithm will help the predicted 

values for the better analyzing the nearest matching 

values available in the training set.   

 The similar values are grouped under this step for 

finding the response values. 

 
5. Iris Data Set Implementation 

The identification of species applied on testing using 

various algorithms are shown the following table 1. 

 

Table 1: Species Prediction from Iris Dataset by using 

various Machine Learning algorithms and Corresponding 

results with accuracy 
 

 

Name of the 

Machine 

Learning 

Algorithm 

 

 

Parameters 

 

Accuracy 

k-Nearest 

Neighbour 

N =5 96.66% 

 

k-Nearest 

Neighbour 

 

N= 1 100% 

k-Nearest 

Neighbour 

Train and Split 

Method and N=1 

96% 

k-Nearest 

Neighbour 

Train and Split 

Method and N=5 

95% 

Logistic 
Regression 

 

Train and Split 
Method and 

sample=542 

95% 

Logistic 

Regression 

 

Train and Split 

Method and 

sample = 945 

96.66% 

 

The figure 3 and 4 shows the Species Prediction from 

Iris Dataset by using k-Nearest Neighbor machine 

learning algorithm. 

 
 

Figure 3: Species Prediction from Iris Dataset by using k-

Nearest Neighbor machine learning algorithm, stage-1 

 

 
 

Figure 4: Species Prediction from Iris Dataset by using k-

Nearest Neighbor machine learning algorithm, stage-2 

 
6. Conclusion 

In day-to-day the iris flower research says that the species 

identification against the various parameter of sepal and 

petal features.  In this research article, the two machine 

learning algorithms logistic regression and k-nearest 
neighbor. The logistic regression requires some training 

and learns from linear classifier but on the other hand k-

nearest neighbor can learn non-linear boundaries with 

predicted values. Hence the both the studies introduce 

different results to predict the species features. In addition 

to that the frequent pattern features of iris flower will give 

better understanding with learning to classify the flowers. 

The supervised method used in this study, in future 

unsupervised method also can be applied to predict 

unknown labels of the dataset. 
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